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Iheard an MP, during a parliamentary session,
confirm that Kuwaiti society in its entirety is satis-
fied with the parliament’s performance! Here

comes the great shock because of those words,
which start with a direct question to all “deputies of
the nation” to whom we gave our votes to become
our support and backup to build a better society -
did you conduct a popular survey about your parlia-
mentary performance to reach this conclusion?

I believe that my following statements reflect the
opinion of the majority of Kuwait’s society, which is
still not enjoying all its constitutional rights, and
here are some, not all, of the questions to our mem-
bers of parliament:

• Did you provide our students with model
schools?

• Do we now have many hospitals that are
equipped at the highest medical level?

• Are all our youth who are at home waiting for a
government job employed?

• Did we get universities that receive all our grad-
uate students from the secondary stage?

• Is security and safety available completely to
the Kuwaiti society?

• Have crimes and killings ended in Kuwait?
• Were those who committed medical errors in

our society punished?
• Was the traffic crisis solved?
• Did you bring justice to every person that sub-

mitted a complaint to you?
• Did you discuss and settle the domestic help

price rise?
• Did you give the right of each one deserving it

in employment?
• Did you reform the employment graduation

scale?
• Are our streets and our infrastructure in agree-

ment with correct and sound specifications?
• Did every citizen get a house?
• Does the Kuwait citizen enjoy his constitutional

rights?
A last word, among the sublime messages of HH

the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad on Oct 30, 2016:
“Among the most important basics of parliamen-

tary work is to comply with what was mentioned in
the constitution in the form of principles, headed by
separation of powers, while they maintain coopera-
tion, and this is a national and constitutional duty,
because it is the foundation of any successful insti-
tutional work. So members of the two authorities
are asked to transform the cooperation wishes into
reality and actual practical method through an
agreement on national priorities that determines
the fundamental issues, which we need to achieve
during the current parliamentary term, be it in the
fields of security, planning, development and other
important issues that are on the citizen’s mind.” 

—Translated by Kuwait Times

Enough is enough
Al-Anbaa

By Dr Nermin Al-Houti

Crime
R e p o r t

Forgery
The criminal court sentenced a businessman and

four municipality employees, one of whom is an
engineer, to three years in jail for forging official
documents. Detectives found that the businessman
wanted to get a specifications certificate for six
plots of land to merge and register them in the
name of a company without inspection by the
municipality because of violations. He asked one of
the engineers to process the certificate. The engi-
neer agreed and told him an expat said he is ready
to help them for KD 30,000. The businessman
obliged and the forgery was done.

Drunk man arrested
A drunk man was arrested and detained at

Fahaheel police station after he disturbed shoppers
inside a mall. Police responded to a call about a
man bothering shoppers at a mall and forcing them
to talk to him. He was charged with public drunken-
ness.

Contrabands
Capital police arrested a man in Yarmouk with

possession of seals and official documents suspect-
ed of being forged, along with drugs and liquor,
and he was sent to concerned authorities. A police
patrol stopped the Indian man who looked nerv-
ous, so he was searched and the seals and docu-
ments, 30 illicit tablets and two liquor bottles were
found. The Indian attempted to flee on foot but was
caught.

KUWAIT: The Cabinet recently reviewed recommenda-
tions made by Finance Minister and Acting Oil Minister
Anas Al-Saleh with the aim of reducing expenditure in the
2015-2107 budget. In this regard, high-ranking sources
said that the recommendations revolved around ministers’
and senior officials’ spending and included annulling a
previous Cabinet decision to allocate a new vehicle worth
KD 25,000 per minister to be registered in the minister’s
own name. The decision also includes cancelling mobile
phones subscriptions and prepaid fuel coupons.
Accordingly, the Cabinet notified the Audit Bureau with
the aim of avoiding the violations detected in the Bureau’s
final statements submitted to both the Cabinet and the
parliament. —Al-Anbaa

KUWAIT: Nuwaiseeb detectives arrested a citizen who
made his friend believe that he shipped his car to a Gulf
country, although he dismantled it and sold it as spare
parts to a Fahaheel garage. A security source said a Gulf
national told Nuwaiseeb police that his 19-year-old
Kuwaiti friend tricked him into believing that he will
help him ship his car to a Gulf country as soon as the
paperwork is completed. When a long time passed by
and nothing happened, the friend began to avoid him,
until finally the Gulf national lodged a complaint.
Detectives took over the case and located the residence
of the suspect and arrested him. He confessed to the
charges, adding that he dismantled the car and sold the
parts to a Fahaheel garage. Detectives went to the
garage and found the parts the suspect had sold and
they were confiscated.

Fake detective
A citizen who was impersonating a detective

stopped a young man in Jleeb Al-Shuyiukh, made him
get out of his car and swore at him, before telling him “I
will forgive you this time.” The young man went to the
police station, and officers arrested the fake detective.

Domestic violence
A Filipina woman injured her husband’s lower back

when she attacked him while asleep. The victim told
Qurain police, after he handed them a medical report
stating his injuries, that he woke up after his wife
attacked him with a sharp object. Investigations are
underway.

Break-in at Ambassador’s house
The house of a Gulf ambassador was broken into

while he was outside the country. The thief stole
receivers, smartphones and TV subscription cards, and it
is still not known if there are other things missing,
because the diplomat who informed Adailiya police
about the theft said the ambassador is still outside the
country. —Al-Rai 

Patriotism and
citizenship

Al-Anbaa

By Saleh Al-Shaeyji

Some people argue that citizenship is not nec-
essarily granted by nationality certificates,
which means that a man does not actually

need to hold a certain country’s citizenship to
belong to it - it is his love and devotion to that coun-
try that determines his identity and nationality. Well,
this cannot be more wrong, because patriotism is
directly linked to citizenship on which many duties,
responsibilities and rights rest that are not given to
nor asked from anyone who does not belong to a
country. 

People who promote such an argument actually
mix up between patriotism and citizenship. To love a
country of which you do not hold its citizenship
means that you are patriotic and love that particular
country but are not one of its citizens, and thus have
no rights or duties towards it. Patriotism does not
require direct belonging to a certain country or
holding its identity, which is unlike citizenship that
conditions holding the country’s nationality and
administratively belonging to it. 

We have been hearing much about such blind
confusion between both concepts and some people
may go as far as brag to be more patriotic towards a
certain country than its own subjects, which might
be true in some cases without any liabilities or com-
mitment. In other words, patriotism is not a door to
citizenship even though it is preferable that citizens
are patriotic. 

For instance, to like Sweden for its order, laws,
nature and lifestyle does not necessarily make one a
Swedish citizen. Such love does not entail any duties
or rights. Some countries do sell citizenship to who-
ever wants it, but they can never sell patriotism, sim-
ply because citizenship is a sellable item whereas
patriotism is an internal feeling involving spiritual
belonging to the country one loves without holding
its nationality. 

Many people hold more than one nationality,
which means that they are citizens of those coun-
tries without feeling patriotic towards them. Some
countries even grant honorary citizenships to cer-
tain people. —Translated by Kuwait Times

Man dismantles
friend’s car, sells parts

to Fahaheel garage

Al-Jarida

Agricultural plots

KUWAIT: Interior Ministry Assistant
Undersecretary for Citizenship and
Passports Affairs Major General
Mazen Al-Jarrah stressed that many
illegal residents have been claiming
to be bedoons (stateless) while
those registered in the 1965 census
and the central apparatus for illegal
residents number only 34,000. “It is
not mandatory to grant them citi-
zenship though they can apply to
get it,” he stressed, noting that the
central apparatus had only contact-
ed the ministry concerning 8,000
people whose files were clean. 

Speaking in a T V inter view,
Jarrah added that many of those
claiming to be bedoons were chil-
dren or husbands of Kuwaiti women
who ought to register with the
fathers’ countries’ embassies. “The
marriage certificate includes the
husband’s nationality, you know,” he
underl ined, adding the term
bedoon was scrapped in 1987
because it used to be used for tribes
that used to enter Kuwait to graze
their cattle and sheep. “However,
after the I raq-Iran war,  some
Iranians claimed to be bedoons
from the desert. How is that possi-
ble?!” 

Former MPs’ statements
Responding to a question

regarding some former MPs’ state-
ments about bedoons,  Jarrah
stressed that former parliament
speaker Ahmad Al-Saadoun was the
one who criticized bedoons most
since the 1980s, describing them as
a ‘time bomb’. He refused to com-
ment on former MP Waleed Al-
Tabtabaei’s statements. 

Jarrah also noted that the central
apparatus chief Saleh Al-Fadhalah
had visited UAE to study how they
solved the bedoon problem there,
noting that they had been given
Comoros citizenship and passports

and were now legal residents. “We
will not get them Comoros pass-
ports and deport them,” he under-
lined, noting that many bedoons
were businessmen working in local
markets and that registration to get
Comoros passports and citizenship
would be open soon. “Some
bedoons have already legalized
their status and got Dominican,
Somali and Yemeni citizenships, yet
they have to keep their passports
valid to be deemed legal residents,”

he explained, noting that an agree-
ment with the Comoros was not yet
signed. 

Citizenship withdrawal
Responding to a question about

withdrawing nationality, Jarrah said
that in cleric Nabil Al-Awadhi’s case,
it was withdrawn for involvement in
plotting against the regime and
that he was originally granted citi-
zenship, which authorizes with-
drawing it if indicted by a court of
law. Commenting on withdrawing
Ahmad Al-Jabr’s citizenship, Jarrah
stressed that Jabr did not hold ‘first
degree’ citizenship that cannot be
withdrawn and that its holders can

only be referred to court in case of
any legal violation. “Jabr was natu-
ralized and Barghash got his citizen-
ship without due right by forgery
and claiming to belong to a certain
family,” he explained, adding that
Saad Al-Ajmi was a dual citizen and
accordingly, his citizenship was law-
fully withdrawn. “It took us long to
get documents proving Saad Al-
Ajmi’s other nationality, which is not
an easy task. However, we can do it
if we want to, for all those with dual
citizenships,” he said. 

Citizenship calcifications
Commenting on a proposal made

by Dr Shafiq Al-Ghabra to unify all
citizenship calcifications under one
article for all citizens, Jarrah strongly
disagreed. “With all due respect,
Ghabra himself only got his citizen-
ship ‘yesterday ’ (recently).  How
come he wants to be treated like
original Kuwaitis. Just relax doctor.
The state has honored you with this
citizenship,” he said adding that get-
ting US citizenship is not as worthy
as that of Kuwait. “It does not guar-
antee a decent job, housing and
marriage loans. Remove those privi-
leges and no one will  demand
Kuwaiti citizenship,” he said. Jarrah
strongly denied abusing bedoons,
noting that many of them were uni-
versity graduates and hold degrees
in various disciplines. 

Responding to a question
whether security forces make sus-
pects confess using torture, Jarrah
stressed that Kuwait was a country
of law and that he could not deny it
because some officers had been
indicted with up to death penalty
for abusing their powers. “Beating is
essential and we were all beaten at
school,” he said, remarking that no
confessions were never theless
extracted or made under compul-
sion.— Al-Rai

Bedoons to get Comoros 
citizenship soon: Jarrah 

Major General Sheikh 
Mazen Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah

VIVA golden sponsor of 10th
annual ceremony of CommsMEA

KUWAIT: VIVA, Kuwait ’s fastest-
growing and most developed tele-
com operator, announced its gold-
en sponsorship of the 10th annual
ceremony of CommsMEA magazine,
specialized in telecom and informa-
tion technology sector, held recently
this month in Dubai city, in presence
of a number of leaders and experts
in technology industry in the region.

Abdulrazaq Bader Al-Essa, Director of
Corporate Communications Division
at VIVA, represented VIVA at the
event and received an award in
recognition of VIVA’s golden spon-
sorship. CommsMEA gives a thor-
ough insight on the latest in
telecommunications and highlights
the latest moves in the fast paced
world of ICT. CommsMEA is dedicat-

ed to the interests of its readership
in the Arab League states and the
African continent. The magazine
covers every aspect of communica-
tions equipment, products, services
and usage in those regions, with a
particular emphasis on the provi-
sion of cost-effective solutions to
problems encountered by users and
service providers.

KUWAIT: Interior Ministry’s Assistant Undersecretary for
Traffic Affairs Major General Abdullah Al-Muhanna said
that a ministerial decision number 393 issued on April 1,
2013 states that if a driver or company representative
(mandoub) changes his profession or cancels his residen-
cy visa, his driving license will be automatically cancelled
and will not be renewed for two years pending a new
application and procedures. “This decision only applies
to these two professions who had licenses issued after
April 1, 2013”, he explained. 

Muhanna said that the decision will not be applied to
driving licenses issued before that date. “The recent deci-
sion number 5598 issued on Nov 25, 2015 confirms this
and includes all professions changed after issuing driving
licenses to ones not included in or exempted from the
regular conditions of getting a minimum wage of KD
600, university degree, at least two years’ residency in
Kuwait and limiting the license validity to that of the resi-
dency visa,” he explained, underlining that all driving
licenses issued before April 1, 2013 are not included in
the decision and are renewed automatically. —Al-Anbaa

Driving licenses issued
before April 2013

renewed automatically

No free privileges for
ministers, officials

KUWAIT: Addiction treatment expert Maith Al-Ustad
warned the number of drug users of both genders in
Kuwait was increasing at a “scary rate”. He said the per-
centage of drug users of all types reached 7 percent,
which is more than double the known percentage
around the world, which is 2.5 percent.

He said the most dangerous drugs are “chemical” and
“shabu”, which destroy brain cells and lead to insanity.
He cautioned that this epidemic is spreading very fast,
and the government’s reaction is not at the required
level. About the age groups of drug users, he said they
used to start at 17 years earlier, but it has fallen to 12
years lately, after the addition treatment center received
a female student in the intermediate stage using drugs.
He said 80 percent of drugs traders are central prison
inmates and all are non-Kuwaitis, who run sales opera-
tions over the phone. He said the law should be activat-
ed against those “organized gangs” by carrying out capi-
tal punishment or deporting them. — Al-Qabas

7% of population
drug addicts


